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1 Executive Summary
On 28th March 2022, the first of two dissemination workshops was held with the objective not only
to share the progress of project MAELSTROM with the high-performance computing, machine
learning and weather & climate communities, but also to collect input on the needs of those
communities. While restrictions due to the COVID pandemic are being lifted, it was still necessary to
choose an online format for this workshop. Registrations soared up to over 200; over 60 people
gathered in the virtual room.
The first part of the workshop was dedicated to Project MAELSTROM; each of the work packages
introduced its motivation and goals and gave an overview on the achievements to date:
-

WP1: Machine learning applications & datasets
WP2: Machine learning workflow tools
WP3: Hardware Systems

The second part of the workshop provided a stage for three of our EuroHPC partner projects:
-

TimeX: Time parallelization for eXascale computing
DEEP-SEA: Programming Environment for European Exascale Systems
RED-SEA: Network Solution for Exascale Architectures

The third part of the workshop featured external talks, giving insight into technologies with possible
synergies or use cases within MAELSTROM’s domains:
-

MeteoSwiss: Time-consistent downscaling of atmospheric fields with GANs
Pangeo: An open-source ecosystem for data-intensive science
NVIDIA: Deep Learning for Earth Sciences in the HPC Context

Each part of the workshop led into an interactive phase, where a discussion was moderated by
MAELSTROM; after the first part, feedback was collected in a series of polls.
The workshop was concluded MAELSTROM-internally, discussing conclusions and next steps.
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2 Introduction
2.1 About MAELSTROM
To develop Europe’s computer architecture of the future, MAELSTROM will co-design bespoke
compute system designs for optimal application performance and energy efficiency, a software
framework to optimise usability and training efficiency for machine learning at scale, and large-scale
machine learning applications for the domain of weather and climate science.
The MAELSTROM compute system designs will benchmark the applications across a range of
computing systems regarding energy consumption, time-to-solution, numerical precision and
solution accuracy. Customised compute systems will be designed that are optimised for application
needs to strengthen Europe’s high-performance computing portfolio and to pull recent hardware
developments, driven by general machine learning applications, toward needs of weather and
climate applications.
The MAELSTROM software framework will enable scientists to apply and compare machine learning
tools and libraries efficiently across a wide range of computer systems. A user interface will link
application developers with compute system designers, and automated benchmarking and error
detection of machine learning solutions will be performed during the development phase. Tools will
be published as open source.
The MAELSTROM machine learning applications will cover all important components of the
workflow of weather and climate predictions including the processing of observations, the
assimilation of observations to generate initial and reference conditions, model simulations, as well
as post-processing of model data and the development of forecast products. For each application,
benchmark datasets with up to 10 terabytes of data will be published online for training and
machine learning tool-developments at the scale of the fastest supercomputers in the world.
MAELSTROM machine learning solutions will serve as blueprint for a wide range of machine learning
applications on supercomputers in the future.

2.2 Scope of this deliverable
2.2.1 Objectives of this deliverable
D4.7, the first dissemination workshop, aims to
-

-

generate awareness in the scientific and technological communities of weather & climate
science, machine learning and high-performance computing for the project Maelstrom, its
mission, objectives, and products
share MAELSTROM’s progress and achievements after nearly one year of project runtime with
the said audiences
collect valuable input and feed-back, showing us where our products and outcomes resonate
with the community, correspond to unmet needs, and are likely to spawn use cases.
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2.2.2 Work performed in this deliverable
The work to create the exploitation plan included collection of feedback from the partners in form of
questionnaires and the identification of the relevant aspects pertaining to exploitation.

2.2.3 Deviations and counter measures
No deviations occurred; hence no counter measures were requisite.
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3 Planning, preparation, and realization of the workshop
3.1 Scheduling
The date for the workshop, Monday, 20th March 2022, was selected to join forces with the 4-day
machine learning workshop held by ECMWF on the following four workdays of this week 1.

3.2 Infrastructure
Because of COVID restrictions, respectively because of the uncertainty that had existed beforehand
about the regulations, it was advisable to hold this workshop online in a virtual room. Registration
was required, to allow us to gage the size of the audience and adjust our protocol accordingly.
The registration page and mechanism, just like the technical support for the webinar infrastructure,
was shared with the said ECMWF workshop; an efficient solution for MAELSTROM.
The workshop was announced on Twitter and on the MAELSTROM project website.
The workshop was held with Zoom Webinar, a tool specialized for larger audiences. Attendees were
able to ask questions in a dedicated Q&A area. Another tool, Slido, was used to create live polls. The
workshop has been recorded with the consent of all participants.

1

https://events.ecmwf.int/event/294/
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3.3 Timetable
All times are GMT.
Part 1

Learn about MAELSTROM

8:30 → 08:50

Introduction Peter Dueben (ECMWF)

08:50 → 09:10 WP1 Summary on Applications and Data Sets Bing Gong (JSC)
09:10 → 09:30 WP2 Summary on Software Tools Greta Denisenko (4-cast)
09:30 → 09:50 WP3 Summary on Hardware Benchmarks Andreas Herten (JSC) and Daniele
Gregori (E4)
09:50 → 10:30 Possibility for general discussion
10:30 → 11:00 Coffee break
Part 2

EuroHPC Partner Project Talks

11:00 → 11:20 TimeX Giovanni Samaey (KU Leuven) and Martin Schreiber (TU of Munich)
11:20 → 11:40 Deep-Sea Estela Suarez (JSC)
11:40 → 12:00 Red-Sea Nikos Xrysos (FORTH)
12:00 → 12:30 Discussions between MAELSTROM and the speakers
12:30 → 13:30 Lunch break
Part 3

External Science Talks

13:30 → 14:00 Time-Consistent Downscaling of atmospheric fields with generative adversarial
networks
Jussi Leinonen (MeteoSwiss)
14:00 → 14:30 Pangeo: An open-source ecosystem for data-intensive science
Ryan Abernathey (Columbia University)
14:30 → 15:00 Deep learning for earth sciences in the HPC context
Thorsten Kurth (NVIDIA)
15:00 → 15:30 Discussions between MAELSTROM and the speakers
15:30 → 16:00 Coffee break
16:00 → 17:30 Possibility for further discussions between the working groups
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3.4 Participation
208 registrations were received. Eventually, up to 62 people participated at a single moment in time,
i.e. speakers included. 34 participants contributed to the polls. The workshop started and ended as
scheduled.
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4 Resonance and results
4.1 Overall resonance and questions
About 30 technical or scientific questions on the presented contents were collected through the
Q&A tool, and either answered in verbally by the presenters, or in writing via the Q&A tool. The
number, level and degree of detail of those inquiries demonstrated, that
-

the presented contents, such as the objectives, approaches, achievements, and products of
project MAELSTROM were well understood
project MAELSTROM pursues objectives, that will have good chances to be adopted by the
technology and science community, because they respond to relevant needs.

4.2 Poll results and conclusions
MAELSTROM had prepared 6 polls before the workshop, which were intended to jump-start a
discussion, and enable the moderator (Peter Dueben) to structure this discussion. The questions
were:
1. What’s MAELSTROM’s greatest idea for better forecasts? (Choice of 5 products of WP1)
2. What ML method will be most important for weather & climate prediction in the next 5 years?
(open-ended)
3. What software tool are you missing most badly for ML? (open-ended)
4. Which ML workflow feature would delight you most? (Choice of 5 core features of WP2’s
workflow tools)
5. What hardware are you mostly working on?
6. What hardware will you be working on in 10 years?
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The results were discussed among and between MAELSTROM work package teams following the
public part of the workshop.
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5 Conclusion
With over 60 participants and a rich level of questions and discussions, MAELSTROM’s first
dissemination workshop can be considered successful. The format of the panel – MAELSTROM,
partner projects, and relevant talks from the wider science community – has proven to be suitable
and can serve as a model for the coming second dissemination workshop.
Learning from this workshop will help us develop the interactive parts – polling, discussion – further
for the coming hackathons and dissemination workshop II.
A recording of the workshop, MAELSTROM presentation decks and poll results will be made
available on the MAELSTROM project website. Recording for some of the talks as well as the slides
are already available on Machine Learning Workshop webpage 2.

2

https://events.ecmwf.int/event/294/timetable/
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6 Annex: MAELSTROM presentation decks
6.1 Introduction: Peter Dueben, ECMWF
www maelstrom eurohpc eu

As an a endee you only have facility to view the webinar
and will not have video or audio func onality

To submit your ques ons, please use the
the bo om toolbar

Housekeeping

A func on in

f you wish to ask a ques on verbally, please raise your hand
and we will invite you to speak A prompt will appear on
your screen to allow you to unmute yourself
There will be various polls throughout the webinar using
Slido Please scan the R when it appears on screen
Alterna vely you can access via slido com using the code
MS 2022

The state of the art
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ense eural etworks, LSTMs, Conv ru, A en on Layers, Transformer networks, of hidden layers,
di erent normalisa on of inputs, batch normalisa on, tanh, relu, gelu, so plus, elu, selu, leaky relu,
so ma , sigmoid func on, genera ve adversarial networks, recurrent neural networks,
encoding decoding networks, random forests, boos ng methods, clustering techniques, singular vector
decomposi on, causal discovery, abla on studies, root mean square error, varia onal auto encoder,
gradient descent, stochas c gradient decent, adagrad, adadelta, RMSprop, Adam, of epochs, of
batches, learning rate, over ng, dropout, ayesian networks, aussian processes, half precision,
sparse networks Argh

A s Earth 2 is coming with ourCast et
Climate?

see Thorsten s talk

ues ons?
isit our

: www maelstrom eurohpc eu

Use our
Use our

for other applica ons

Please also join us for the ECMW Machine Learning Workshop Tu
h ps: events ecmwf int event 2

Use of

Use of

Two
Two

r

are planned for April 2022 and Spring 202 at ECMW
foreseen (2022 in uelichand 202 at ECMW )

Machine learning, data movement and O, appro imate compu ng and mi ed precision,

This presenta on re ects the views only of the author, and the European High Performance Compu ng oint Undertaking or Commis sion cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the informa on contained therein

hardware accelerators and co design, hardware and so ware benchmarks and many other topics
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6.2 WP1: Gong Bing, JSC
www maelstrom eurohpc eu

www maelstrom eurohpc eu

Thoma s i pen, va rSei ers ta ,d ohn j rna r remnes

r Ma rkus Abel, reta
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Sa l ehAs hkboos

r Ma rkus Abel, reta

Mi cha el La ngguth

eni s enko, a bi a n Emmeri ch
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6.3 WP2: Fabian Emmerich, 4cast
www maelstrom eurohpc eu
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www maelstrom eurohpc eu

6.4 WP3: Daniele Gregori, E4
www maelstrom eurohpc eu
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6 compute nodes,
each equipped with
A A100 PUs, H R200 adaptors
The PUs are hosted by AM EP C Rome 02 dual socket CPUs
The compute nodes are connected with H R200 n ni and in a
ragon ly topology
P LOPs

6 compute nodes,
each equipped with
A A100 PUs, H R200 adaptors
The PUs are hosted by AM EP C Rome 02 dual socket CPUs
The compute nodes are connected with H R200 n ni and in a
ragon ly topology
P LOPs

OS Red Hat Enterprise Linu release 5 (Ootpa), with linu
kernel 1 0 05
ual socket
2 AM EP C 1 16 Core Processor
Hz
256
RAM
connected via n ni and 100 b s network

OS Red Hat Enterprise Linu release 5 (Ootpa), with linu
kernel 1 0 05
ual socket
2 AM EP C 1 16 Core Processor
Hz
512
RAM
connected via n ni and 100 b s
1 AM Mi100 PU
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6.5 WP3: Andreas Herten, JSC
www maelstrom eurohpc eu

0 0 2022

mage: Metrics by S TS (up), Energy by Srinivas Agra (down) (both from ounProject com)

0 0 2022

0 0 2022

5

UWELS oos ter: Ma Power ra w

E : Epoch Run me Overvi ew

0 0 2022

6

0 0 2022
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